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Editorial

On scanning the national press and journals to pick up items for this newsletter 

it became apparent that very little from the North West makes it onto the front 

page, let alone page 3.

This issue is my Quixote like attempt to get back at the southerners, and bring 

you a little more of what is going on up here by having a “Spotlight” on a different 

area of the north west in each issue. I have started with Chester, which is a major 

cheat on my part, as I know it well but hopefully you might find it interesting to 

see how they do things there.  On a less happy note are some worrying issues 

emerging, which go beyond just Chester. 

My special thanks to all the contributors for this issue, who worked hard in 

their spare time to bring you these articles, and once again to Taylor Young for 

publishing and printing the newsletter.

Who can I call on for the next “spotlight”? I need a volunteer to disprove the 

theory that the north west is not just pies and satanic mills.

angie Williams

Editor

nweditor@hotmail.co.uk

The views expressed in this issue of the IHBC newsletter are those of the editor 

and authors, not of the IHBC.
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Chester’s Cathedral



Spotlight on: ChEStEr

A few pub quiz facts

•	 Chester	City	Council	has	responsibility	for	Design	and	Conservation	at	a	

local	level,	and	is	currently	a	district	authority	with	city	and	rural	areas.	

•	 There	are	2,388	listed	buildings	and	61	Conservation	Areas	in	the	district.	

•	 Of	the	listed	buildings	within	the	city	and	rural	area,	some	3%	are	currently	

listed		Grade	I,	with	a	further	9%	Grade	II*.	This	is	double	the	national	

average	for	these	grades.	The	remaining	88%	are	Grade	II.	

•	 Population	is	around	118,000	with	urban,	suburban	and	rural	areas	within	

the	district.

the Chester team:

Howard Dickenson

Design and Conservation Manager

Background: architect and planner, formerly York Design and Conservation officer

Likes: all kinds of boats, playing jazz electric bass, ‘cello, cricket, bit of soul.....

Dislikes:  pretend traditional architecture, country and western music, bungalows 

4X4s and Pit Bulls
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John Healey

Design and Conservation Officer

 

Background: been at Chester City Council for 15 + years 

Likes: National diesel engines, Offa the dog, yellow labels....

Dislikes: Plastic windows, cement pointing, plumbers

Charles Meyer 

Design and Conservation Officer

 

Background: Swiss, architect

Likes: English-made suits, Morris Minors, turnips,  

Dislikes:  Commuters, The French, ‘70s Brutalism

Retail & historic heart of Chester
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What’s happening in Chester

Chester has a strong retail and tourism economy and is seen as one of the 

economic “honeypots” of the north west, a place where investment will have 

wider benefits for the north west economy as a whole.  Consequently the focus 

of the city’s planning, economic, social, and transport policies and resources for 

many years has been directed towards addressing the weaker elements of the 

city, and supporting its strengths to sustain that success. 

Recently a major package of investment projects and developments branded 

as The Chester Renaissance has been put together to bring premier retail sites, 

affordable housing, luxury accommodation and top class restaurants to the area. 

Delivered by public and private partners with funding from various sources, the 

development is aimed for Chester to achieve its goal of becoming a “must see 

European destination”.

Historic rows of Chester
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One of the Renaissance projects is the Railands. The  Grade II* railway station and 

surrounding conservation area has for a long time been a run down and neglected 

area. Visitors to the city arriving by train had a very poor first impression of the 

city, passenger facilities were to say the least very basic, and it functioned poorly as 

a transport hub. Land ownerships were numerous and complex and the City Council 

itself held no land in the area with which to lead  regeneration. Now, after many 

years, various development briefs, feasibility funding packages and partnership 

development, the area is changing for the better.

A £10 million flagship project is underway to improve the station and surrounds. 

The sheer number of partners in the “Gateway” project gives an idea of the 

complexity of delivery of the project: Arriva Trains Wales, Cheshire County 

Council, Chester City Council, Merseyrail, Merseytravel, Network Rail, Northern 

Rail, North West Development Agency, Railway Heritage Trust, Virgin Trains and 

Visit Chester and Cheshire.  

There is also a Heritage Lottery Fund’s Townscape Heritage Initiative which, 

together with private sector investment and money from Cheshire County Council, 

Chester City Council and the Railway Heritage Trust, will provide in the region of 

£ 1.4 million to repair and enhance historically important buildings on the key 

pedestrian link – Brook Street, from the city to the station.

Chester Station
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Key outcomes are:

-	 Conservation	and	enhancement	of	the	Grade	II*	station	building,	with	

architectural	lighting	

-	 Better	facilities	for	passengers

-	 Improvements	to	the	environment	including	resurfacing	of	the	station	front	

court	(see	artists	impression	below)

-	 Improved	traffic	flow,	for	public	transport	and	private	vehicles

-	 Increased	investment	and	better	economic	re-use	of	vacant	and	derelict	areas

Chester Station proposals
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Other projects in the Chester Renaissance package include:

Redevelopment of the former Cheshire Constabulary Headquarters. A contentious 

building in its lifetime, the Headquarters was designed by Edgar Taberner 

former County Architect, in 1964. Depending on your point of view it was either 

sensitively designed for the time to relate to the nearby Castle gateway, with a 

simple concrete sculpted end so as not to distract from the views from there, 

or it was “Extremely objectionably sited, an eight-storey block immediately by 

the propylaea of the castle and turning towards it a windowless wall with an 

aggressive all-over concrete relief.”  (Pevsner).  It has now been demolished for 

a £60 million scheme which will provide 350,00 sq ft of mixed use development 

including a new luxury hotel, restaurants, apartments and office space by Liberty 

Properties plc.

Chester City Council has developed proposals for Grosvenor Park in a £3 million 

Heritage Lottery application, including restoring historical features, creation 

of new facilities and opportunities for training and community participation.  

Occupying a site close to the centre of the city, on a cliff overlooking the River 

Dee, the park was gifted to the city by the Grosvenor family and designed by 

Edward Kemp in 1867.  The bid was submitted at the end of March 2008. It 

has required extensive preparation and the documents include a Conservation 

Management Plan, Access Audit and Plan, Masterplan, Training Plan and 10 Year 

Management Plan.

All might seem sweet from the amount of activity and success the city is 

achieving. However, like any place, Chester has its share of  problems.

Local Government Review will shortly see the merging of Chester City Council 

with Ellesmere Port and Neston, and Vale Royal District to form the new Cheshire 

West and Chester Council, as a unitary authority. No-one quite knows the full 

extent of the changes this will bring about yet, but there will be change, including 

the retirement/redundancy of the city’s current Conservation and Design Manager.



Chester’s Amphitheatre

Chesters historic walls
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Recently 20 feet of the city’s ancient walls collapsed, shaking the sections either 

side as it fell, adjacent to a 5* hotel. The City Council has full responsibility for 

repairs and maintenance of the city walls yet, unlike walled towns in Europe, it 

gets no financial assistance from central government, or English Heritage. It is an 

enormous responsibility for what is essentially a small town, particularly as the 

repairs in this instance could possibly run into 6 figures.  

From a development control point of view, conservation is high on the political 

agenda, raising the bar on design quality is seen as a key priority, and 

development pressure in the city is high. In terms of managing the process 

of planning in the city, there is an expectation that development control 

officers should have the range of skills to be able to deal with straightforward 

listed building and conservation area applications without the need to seek 

conservation and design advice. A development team approach operates 

for sensitive or key schemes where the appropriate disciplines are brought 

in to advise developers, and difficult or sensitive cases are flagged up for 

conservation staff attention. However, conservation and design staff at Chester 

are not generally consulted on Grade II or conservation area applications nor do 

they attend planning committee. 

In a city where 88% of the listed buildings are Grade II this approach not only raises 

serious concerns about the management of Chester’s historic fabric, but it also 

raises wider questions. Is this a trend which other local authorities are adopting? If 

yes, why are local authorities heading this way, is it budget pressures on staffing 

resources, is it to improve their performance in dealing with planning applications? Or 

is conservation increasingly seen as a subjective unnecessary specialism?  

Shortcuts like this could easily lead to the quality of listed buildings and 

conservation areas being compromised in the long term. But how do you prove 

that? How do we know that general practise development control staff actually 

have the skills to deal with conservation and design matters which up until a few 

years ago were being dealt with by staff specifically trained and qualified in that 

area with years of experience?

Newsletter June 2008
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Town Hall Square
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Sadly the answers are not ready to hand, but if this is an indication of a wider trend, 

and if the quality of management of the historic environment is being gradually 

undermined as a result, then it is a significant issue that goes far beyond Chester.

Angie Williams

nweditor@hotmail.co.uk

The views expressed are the authors own. This article was produced with the help 

and kind permission of Chester City Council,  Howard Dickenson - Design and 

Conservation Manager, Fiona Edwards -Development Control Manager, and the 

Chester Renaissance website:

www.chesterrenaissance.co.uk

guS aStlEy MEMorial Fund

Gus Astley was the long serving membership secretary of the ACO and IHBC 

who died prematurely in August 2003.  In so many ways he was a stalwart 

(with his wife Sheila) in keeping the records up to date and in his enthusiasm 

for all aspects of conservation and the work of the Institute.  The records were 

particularly helpful in underpinning the research carried out by Philip Grover of 

Oxford Brooks University into “Local Authority Conservation Provision in England” 

– a joint study commissioned by IHBC and English Heritage in 2003.

The branch, in recognition of the esteem in which Gus was held , contributed 

£250 in 2004 to the Memorial Fund set up in his name.  Last year, for its 10th 

Anniversary, the IHBC established an Annual Student Award for an “outstanding” 

work in any aspect of conservation submitted as part of an under-graduate or 

post- graduate course.  The winner of the award had carried out an interesting 

study entitled “Barbican: MODern CONservation” which in the opinion of the 

judges might have future application to Heritage Management Agreements.  It 

was a thorough and good consideration of traditional conservation philosophy 

applied to a difficult modern case.  There were also prizes for a Special 

Commendation and Special Mention.  The winners will receive their awards at the 

IHBC Annual School in Guildford in June.
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The Branch had hoped that 10% of the profits from the Annual School in Liverpool 

last year and for future schools for a limited period would be earmarked for the 

Gus Astley Memorial Fund.  Unfortunately, this was not accepted by Council.  

However, on further consideration by the NW Branch Committee it has been 

decided to contribute £400 out of Branch funds in order to help augment the 

Memorial Fund and hopefully widen the scope of its activities for the future.

Graham Arnold

north WESt hiStoriC EnvironMEnt ForuM

The North West Historic Environment Forum has a valuable role in bringing 

together organisations active in all aspects of the heritage sector across the 

region to promote better understanding of the historic environment, its value and 

important contribution to a better and sustainable quality of life. 

Membership of the NWHEF includes a wide range of heritage organisations 

representing  the heritage sector across the north west, including English Heritage, 

Heritage Lottery Fund, North West Development Agency as well as the National 

Trust and of course the IHBC along with many other voluntary sector organisations. 

It is currently chaired by the Regional Director of English Heritage and is a useful 

forum for networking and information sharing. It is particularly concerned with 

engaging with the work of the North West Development Agency and the North 

West Regional Assembly. Recent issues have included Designation Review, Regional 

Spatial Strategy review and the Regional Casework Delivery Strategy. 

The NWHEF main terms of reference are to demonstrate the value, importance 

and contribution of heritage assets to the present and future social, economic and 

environmental wellbeing of the region; promote understanding and appreciation 

of the historic environment in the region; influence the development, review and 

implementation of key regional strategies; act a consultative group; develop an 

integrated approach to marketing and promotion of the historic environment; 

demonstrate and promote best practice in the region and share information and 

knowledge and exploit opportunities for collaboration.
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One of the recognisable outputs of the HEF is the publication of the annual 

North West Heritage Counts which is produced by English Heritage on behalf 

of the HEF. Details are currently being put together for the 2008 report which 

provides a useful survey of the state of the historic environment with a focus 

on activities and initiatives taking place across the region and forms one of 

nine separate regional reports and compliments the national Heritage Counts 

document.   Participation in the publication by NWHEF members is always strong 

and consistent.

The HEF are currently working on a number of exciting initiatives such as driving 

and supporting the Heritage Craft Skills project to develop an action plan for 

understanding the problems and tackling the shortage in skills across the region. 

In addition one of the main priorities is to produce advocacy documents to 

promote interest and provide evidence on various aspect of the heritage sector, 

the intention being that those advocating on behalf of the historic environment 

will have access to information in a handy format.

As an excellent networking opportunity the HEF they have agreed to hold another 

annual conference in the Summer, hosted jointly with Heritage Link, with the 

theme of a retrospective look at the six themes identified by the original Making it 

Count agenda – image of the region; learning and skills, quality of life, urban and 

rural renaissance and tourism. 

The	conference	is	free	and	will	be	held	on	the	11th	July	2008	at	the	Friends	Meeting	

House	in	Manchester	times	aprox	9.30	–	1.30.			All	IHBC	members	are	invited.

Paul Mason 

paulm@croftgoode.co.uk



dEliSting iS aCCElErating

Whilst some colleagues have expressed concerns that the new English Heritage 

“Principles of Selection” has slowed down the number of buildings that are being 

added to the list, my experience is that it is also assisting the removal of buildings 

from the list.

I have three recent examples, one of which, Platts Hall, was reported in issue 23 

of March 2007. In that case a listed timber framed building at risk, dated 1655, 

had been relocated and restored. However the list was not revised until ten 

years later when it was delisted because it had lost its historic context and been 

over-restored.

More recently a fine Georgian house was removed from the list after its owner 

persuaded English Heritage that it was of a post 1840 date. The building had 

been listed in 1981 and later restored. Old outbuildings were removed to allow 

a small development to the rear which provided the enabling funding. In 2007 a 

new owner was advised that his proposals to remove the chimney stacks would 

not find favour, but rather than applying and appealing, he contested the listed 

status. Since the property was not on the 1841 tithe map, English Heritage 

decided that it’s potential for listing was covered by stricter criteria. It was then 

de-listed because the quality of some of the restoration work was criticised as was 

the “loss of context and development within its grounds”.
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110 Main Street Moulton is not considered old enough to remain listed.

Another building was delisted in 2007 because “although the cottages originally 

date to the late C18 they have been extensively altered … from the time of 

their original construction as a single residence”. “The setting and context of the 

cottages” had also been “compromised” by the conversion of a later adjoining 

barn to the rear. In this case the property was derelict but had the benefit of 

consent for conversion back to a single dwelling. The adviser’s report notes 

“following current listing principles in assessing a building of this type and age, 

we look for rarity, intactness and a high level of original survival”.

Main street delisted



In all the above cases, the loss of or impact upon the context of the listed building 

was cited as a reason for their delisting. Enabling development has always 

been contentious, but it seems that where it is allowed in order to facilitate the 

restoration of a listed building, it may well be putting its status at risk. Flexible 

and pragmatic approaches now have to be weighed against the strict criteria 

within the principles of selection.

David M Hayes – Conservation and Design Manager – 

Vale Royal Borough Council

hEritagE protECtion Bill

After an elephantine gestation period, the draft heritage bill was born on 2 April 

2008, one day late perhaps.  But in fact the infant will be mute until an Act is 

published (2009?); and will only get its milk teeth with secondary legislation (2010?).  

At the risk of pushing the analogy too far:  the ‘gleam in the eye’ was way 

back in 2001 when the report ‘Historic Environment: a force for our future’ was 

published; followed by ‘Protecting our Historic Environment: making the system 

work better’ (July 2003).  Responses were published in the Review of Heritage 

Protection: the way forward (June 2004).  And courage was finally plucked and 

conception happened with the White Paper on ‘Heritage Protection for the 21st 

century’ (March 2007). Oh for the days when one had a green paper; a white 

paper, a bill and an Act.

There were no scares during the pregnancy and the bill has been broadly 

welcomed by the heritage sector. The chairman of English Heritage (Bruce, Lord 

Lockhart, to distinguish him from Lord Bruce Lockhart, the younger son of a 

duke) states that the bill “is a major step forward towards the way England’s 

heritage is identified, protected and managed”. Our chair, ‘Lord’ Dave Chetwyn 

has commented that it is fundamental that the reforms are properly resourced or 

else it will negate any impact the Act may have.

Newsletter July 2008
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This is not the place for a summary of the bill.  If you want that, the DCMS, EH and 

Heritage Link websites will give you that information.  But (depending when you 

read this) there may still be an opportunity for you to comment on the bill, either 

directly to DCMS (andrew.lewis@culture.gsi.gov.uk) or via me as the consultation 

secretary of the IHBC in the North West (paul@urbanistics.co.uk).  No deadline 

has been given for the ‘pre-legislative scrutiny’.  But comments by the end of 

June should be acceptable.  Andy Burnham is a local MP (for Leigh) and also the 

Secretary of State for DCMS.  Perhaps we could use this ‘local connection’ as well.  

Alongside the bill is the Impact Assessment, which in many instances is more 

enlightening than the bill.  I am, by the way, delighted that Margaret Hodge has 

‘read’ the Impact Assessment, because she says so in her ministerial sign off.  I 

would imagine she is one of a very select band to have done so.  Or am I being 

unduly literal when I see the word ‘read’?

A competition postscript:  the new bill has inevitably lots of new acronyms.  Try 

the following and award yourself one point for each correct answer:

HAC	

HPA

HER

CNIR

UDS

Paul Butler

paul@urbanistics.co.uk

5 correct:  you drafted the bill

3 - 4:    you’re angling for promotion

1 – 2:   you’re coasting towards retirement

0:   you’re Margaret Hodge
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rEquESt For hElp

For many years the Institution of Civil Engineers have been recording and 

publicising historical engineering works.

Through their Panel of Historical Engineering Works (PHEW) they have created a 

significant data bank recording these works.

This information has been sufficiently extensive to enable geographically themed 

publications to be prepared and sold commercially under the title of Civil 

Engineering Heritage and published by Thomas Telford Ltd.

The Panel relies on the work of Sub-Panel Convenors, engineers with an 

interest and knowledge of historical engineering, to compile evidence of specific 

engineering forms across the country. There are currently fourteen such Sub-

Panels which cover such engineering forms as bridges, piers, hangars, tunnels, 

etc. My own specific area is Transport Building Structures.

I accepted the invitation to convene this Sub-Panel early in 2008 and have spent 

the last few months compiling the basis of a long list of potential entries.

Clearly there are many examples of transport buildings around the country in 

categories such as Carriage Works, Tram Sheds, Bus Stations, Car Parks, Ferry 

Terminals, Airport Terminals etc.

Some of which have used significant engineering solutions and materials to create 

for instance clear span internal spaces.

At this stage I would like to hear from any other members of the IHBC who could 

provide details of such buildings in their local area which could be considered. Not 

everything in these categories would warrant further examination or ultimately 

entry on the PHEW data base. Engineering provenance and design or construction 

innovation or the uniqueness of its kind would all have to be established through 

further future research.
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If anyone feels they can assist at this early stage in contributing to the initial long 

list by providing me with a short description of the building, its address and even 

a photograph, I would be happy to hear from you.

Please use my email address as the best way of making contact.

ian.weir@mouchel.co.uk

EvEntS

Training in lime mortar, repointing and masonry repair

When: The course will run from Monday 11th August until Friday 15th August with 

2 compulsory teaching days on Monday and Tuesday and 3 optional practical days 

on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

Course Content:The course is designed to cater for all levels of knowledge from 

beginners to those with experience and will consider traditional building materials, 

the lime cycle, repointing traditional masonry, mortar repairs, surveying historic 

buildings, plasters and renders and many other aspects of repair and conservation 

of historic buildings.

Venue: Churchyard Walls, All Saints Church, Harewood

Cost: only £10 per day , lunch and refreshments included, book early!

For more information or a booking form:  please contact the Learning and Access 

Department at Harewood House on 0113 2181043 

or email learning-admin@harewood.org.

ACT NOW & BEAT THE RUSH: BOOK FOR THE IHBC ANNUAL SCHOOL OR DAY SCHOOL 

‘Managing the spaces in between’, with Baroness Andrews (DCLG) and a host of 

other key players to help you lead your profession in changing times     

26-29 June (Annual School), and 27 June (Day School), University of 

Surrey, Guildford.

See web site (www.ihbc.org.uk) for details and booking.  
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uSEFul WEBlinkS

If anyone knows of websiteswhich might be handy for colleagues to find out 

information, or give useful summaries of complex issues, or are good for a laugh 

(relative to our professional activities of course) please let me know. Ed.

In the meantime try www.heritagelinks.org.uk which was set up as a national 

forum for the heritage voluntary sector to provide information and promote policy. 

It has a good news letter and links.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next newsletter: September 08

Editorial deadline for September issue:  18th July 

(early date due to August summer holidays)

Editor: Angie Williams 

Address for correspondence: nweditor@hotmail.co.uk

Published and printed courtesy of Taylor Young
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Chester’s Roman Gardens
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